Who are we?

Coastal & Southeast GLRS Collaborative
@ First District RESA in Brooklet, GA
Why ASPIRE?

Real Results
Evans County Panel

Marie Locke
Senior at Claxton HS

Lacey Toothman
Teacher at Claxton MS

Amanda Locke
Parent of Marie & Evans Co Parent Mentor
Implementation Process

ASPIRE Plus Survey
Teachers facilitating ASPIRE students to participate in the IEP process complete the ASPIRE Plus Exit Ticket at his/her convenience, after the IEP meeting.

Data Review
District data aggregated every 30 days & sent to district contact where it is discussed during monthly TA.

Relationships
Sharing & modeling the importance of building relationships with our districts translates into teachers building relationships with students to facilitate their self-determination.

Monthly Technical Assistance
Flexible, alternating monthly schedules of phone calls, virtual meetings, & emails.

Consistency
Routines set in place by GLRS facilitate district implementation processes & procedures.
Additional Support

- ASPIRE Kick-Off
- Best Practices Forum
- Celebrations
- Localized Training
- DOE Updates
- SDLMI Lesson Plans
bit.ly/glrsaspire
Tim Bruin is a 2018 graduate of Islands High School located in Savannah, Georgia. While attending Islands during his senior year, Tim was an active participant in High School High Tech and his IEP team. Tim is currently working as a full time dock worker for Estes Express Lines in Savannah. Tim has been identified as an exemplary employee on the dock by consistently maintaining high performance ratings. When Tim is not working at Estes, he enjoys fishing, admiring cars, spending time with his family, and close friends. He also enjoys speaking to students about his struggles during his school career and how his disability impacted his educational performance. During his speaking engagements to students, Tim has emphasized how important it is to learn how to become the ultimate decision maker of his IEP meetings.
ASPIRE SCCPSS Admin Panel

Florence Bry  
Lead Transition Specialist, SCCPSS

Derrick Bulter  
Principal, Islands HS

Valita Nicolas  
Transition Specialist, Islands HS

Vanessa Keener  
Program Manager, SCCPSS
Get Started!

To-Do List

- Start small, few districts/few schools
- Beginning of year training
- Monthly TA calls and survey
- Scale up with schools and support
END GOAL

ASPIRE enables our students to become more self-determined and successful members of society. Always keep in mind why we do the work. Thank you for your time & contributions to our future!

Do you have any questions?

llee@fdresa.org
swoodward@fdresa.org